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SUMMARY

Goal:
T h e primary g o a l of this subcontract over its ( 3 ) three year duration is to significantly advance the photovoltaic manufacturing technologies, reduce module production costs, increase a v e r a g e module performance, and increase the production capacity existing in Utility Power Group and Advanced Photovoltaic S y stems, Inc. Utility Power Group ( U P G ) will improve the existing UPG encapsulation system through the development of advanced encapsulation rnateria1;s and processes which result in a module that d o e s n o t require backing glass, In addition, UPG will w o r k to develop advanced termination materials and processes Advanced Photovolt a i c S y s t e m s (APS) w i l l perform development activities centered on the EUREKA Manufacturing line. Developments in the APS EUREKA encapsulation system will be in addition to the UPG activity on encapsulation, and will offer an alternative approach to t h e problems of encapsulating l a r g e area thin-film modules, TASK 
POWERGLASS Module Encapsulation
Utility Power Group has been developing an advanced encapsulation system for its manufacturing l i n e . Particular emphasis is given to the simplification of the module structure to a tempered superstrate, with thin-film layers, which will be protected by a d v a n c e d substitute materials. This includes a wide-range o f materials for single and multi-layer encapsulation s y s t e m s designs, as well as selection of vendors to demonstrate the feasibility of superstrate g l a s s tempering. All materials will be evaluated in terms o f the level of e n v i r o n m e n t a l protection provided to the thin-film module, manufacturing cost reduction, and photovoltaic systems related factors. Prototype modules will then be produced f o r evaluation by potential and existing customers, and if required, d e s i g n modifications will be performed, Prototype modules will then be s u b j e c t e d to accelerated life testing, I s s u e s to be addressed in product development, in addit i o n to designing quality into t h e product include; considering raw material cost reduction, automation, the reliability o f the product, and the w e i g h t o f the product as it pertains to shipping costs TASK 2 POWERGLASS Module Termination UPG has been optimizing the material(s) and process(es) utilized in the electrical termination o f the POWERGLASS module, The technical approach is to design and fabricate several candidate POWERGLASS module termination configurations to be compatible with the candidate encapsulation materials and processes developed i n Task 1. All termination components will be designed f o r use with automated insertion and assembly equipment/robotics. All designs will be analyzed in terms o f manufacturing cost reduction of the c u r r e n t p r o c e s s and ease of use from the cuxtorners' viewpoint, Upon completion o f design and fabrication, candidate terminals will be attached to POWERGLASS modules for evaluat i o n and testing.
TASK 3
EUREKA Module Design
Advanced Photovoltaic Systems, I n c , ( A P S ) has been developing, by using computer aided design techniques, several power modules b a s e d on p l a t e generated by the EUREKA manufacturing line. Evalua t i o n o f candidate designs will be based upon the following criteria:
The mast successful designs w i l l be. progressed to prototype level f o r a second stage of critical examination, It i s anticipated the s e v e r a l iterations will o c c u r between the design s t a g e and protot y p e fabrication. Finally, full s c a l e modules w i l l be assembled based on the best indications from the design and prototype studies. It is anticipated that the successful completion of this t a s k w i l l r e s u l t i n a minimum o f two new products that will offer clear advantages o v e r existing manufacturing technology s u c h a s r a w material cost reduction, and the weight of the p r o d u c t ax it p e r t a i n s t o s h i p p i n g costs, T h e s e designs will still maintain the EUREKA modules' current h i g h level of quality and reliability.
TASK 4 EUREKA Process and Quality C o n t r o l
APS is engaged in an effort to reduce module production c o s t s while maintaining quality and increasing module performance and throughput. T h i s task is designed to advance the full automation of the EUREKA photovoltaic manufacturing s y s t e m and i t s quality control, T o perform this task, APS must: T h r o u g h t h e implementation o f the necessary distributed data, acquisition arid c o n t r o l systems coupled with the necessary manufacturing system management t o Link production, process and quality, t h e desired cost reductions coupled w i t h enhanced product performance will be achieved, During this phase, an extensive review has and will be made establishing which pararneters s h o u l d be identified ax c r i t i c a l control points which would g r e a t l y benefit t h e quality, yield and throughput of t h e line.
TASK 5 EUREKA Power Module Encapsulation and Termination APS has been conducting development activities to improve t h e module e n c a p s u l a t i o n and termination p r o c e d u r e for EUREKA based product by conducting studies in t h e following a r e a s :
Reduction of p l a t e to module o u t p u t l o s s .
During this phase of the p r o j e c t , emphasis has been g i v e n to cost reduction of EVA content in the laminate, APS has also been investigating methods of reducing p l a t e to module power l o s s e s .
TASK 6
Automation in EUREKA Manufacturing Line APS h a s increased and will continue to i n c r e a s e both the manufact u r i n g capacity and yield of the EUREKA line, The key areas t o be investigated include: o T h r o u g h p u t ; o Reproducibility; o C o n t r o l ; o
Automation.
During t h i s first phase o f t h e s u b c o n t r a c t , e m p h a s i s h a s been given to t h e laser processing stations and k e y elements s u c h as, increasing repeatability of t h e scribing process, increasing t h e active area utilization of the module, and decreasing the process cycle time, Table I is a list of the process steps utilized to fabricate t h e type of modules which were deployed at PVUSA in 1 9 8 9 and a r e to be classified as the Current Module.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
F i g u r e I shows the costs of the Current Process S t e p s based on t h e l i s t o f steps in T a b l e 1. The c o s t s of each p r o c e s s step has been f u r t h e r b r o k e n down into the t h r e e components; materials, operating expenses, and l a b a r . Steps 7 and 8 have been g r o u p e d t o g e t h e r b e c a u s e these t h r e e process steps o c c u r sequentially i.n t h e same in-line fabrication system as essentially a single step. F i g u r e 2 shows the t o t a l Current Module Costs b r o k e n down into t h e materials, operating expenses, and l a b o r . 
Test
T a b l e 2 is a list of process s t e p s t h a t will be i n c o r p o r a t e d into a factory producing at l e a s t 10 MWp of photovoltaic modules p e r year, This manufacturing line w i l l be using glass a b o u t 8 to 10 times larger in area t h a t our current process and will be classified as the F u t u r e Module. Table 2 and f u r t h e r broken down into the materials, operating expenses, and l a b o r components. Steps 8 a n d 9 have been grouped together as b o t h of these process steps will be performed w i t h i n an automated thin film materials processing system. F i g u r e 4 shows t h e total F u t u r e Module C o s t s broken down i n t o the three components; materials, operating costs, and l a b o r . Although designed f o r U P G ' s new production facility, implementation of UPG's future process i n t o UPG'x current module production facility would p r o v i d e a substantial reduction in module cast, The b u l k of this cost reduction is due to the elimination of the ribbon conductor, rear t e m p e r e d glass, and the manual termination step.
F i g u r e 1 , C o s t s of the C u r r e n t P r o c e s s Steps based on the l i s t of steps in T a b l e 1 and f u r t h e r b r o k e n down into the t h r e e components; m a t e r i a l s , operating c o s t s , and l a b a r .
'
8 -' CURRENT PROCESS STEPS F i g u r e 2 . T o t a l C u r r e n t Module C o s t s broken down i n t o t h e c a t e g or i e s materials, operating costs, and l a b o r . Table 2 and f u r t h e r b r o k e n down i n t o the materials, operating expenses, a n d l a b o r compo n e n t s
CURRENT MODULE COSTS
FUTURE MODULE COSTS
(10 MW FACILITY) 
Cast
The materials considered so far fall i n t o f o u r main categories:
Polyurethanes
,
Epoxies 3 , Silicones 4. P l a s t i c Copolymers T h e following is a. list of the materials investigated to date:
Polyurethanes:
Hardman, Inc.
-Kalex 1 3 3 6 1 A/B Conap, I n c . Epoxy :
Ameron C o r p .
-Amercoat 385P Silicone: Dow Corning Corp.
-Q3-6611 -5 7 7
Chase Humiseal C o r p .
-Humiseal 1 C 4 9
General Electric -RTV 630 This material is a fast curing, 100% solids single component silicone coating providing moisture protection f o r printed circuit assemblies, The Humiseal l C 4 9 w a x applied by directly pouri n g the material onto the test coupons. The material w a s then cured at 170 F for a period of 20 minutes per manufacturer's recommendation, After c u r e , the chemical resistance of the material wax tested by immersing in hot NaOH solution f a r one hour.
T h e 1 C 4 9 provided excellent protection to the underlying aluminum film from t h e NaOH. The adhesion remained excellent.
This material is a liquid silicone rubber compound that cures at room temperature to a high strength silicone rubber with the addition of a curing agent. T h i s t w o component product is "moderately pourable" according to the manufacturer. T h e two part product was mixed in the recommended 1O:l ratio of base to catalyst, The homogeneous mixture w a s then applied via spatula to a test coupon and cured per the manufacturer's recommended schedu l e . After the curing cycle, it was found that adhesion to t h e coupon was p o o r . It was subsequently determined that the manufacturer recommends a primer be applied to the surface of the substrate to be coated prior to application of the silicone elastomer. Never the less, the coupon was then subjected to the hot NaOH immersion test f o r one hour, The results of t h e immersion test found that the silicone did protect the underlying aluminum thin film from being e t c h e d although the adhesion was poor, G e n e r a l Electric Corp.
This material is a single camponent adhesive sealant which c u r e s at room temperature to a tough, silicone rubber. T h e immersion L e s t results were identical to t h e GE RTV 630. T h e material provided excellent protection for the underlying aluminum thin film, T h e adhesion of the silicone to the substrate w a s excellent, however, the scratch resistance w a s p o o r , It w a s possible to scratch through a 0.U75tt thick film with a moderate pressure o f a fingernail.
Plastic Copolymer
Plastic Flamecoat Systems, Inc. -PF 110 T h i s product is a, Dupont Surlyn based blend of materials which is UV stable, repairable, and environmentally s a f e . T h e softening temperature of the material is 176 F , Test coupons were coated and then subjected to the hot NaOH immersion test f o r the standard period. The results found that t h e adhesion and integrity of the coating were unaffected, The immersion test w a s performed at 77C. A subsequent t e s t subjected another coated coupon to 30 minutes at 90 C in an oven. Upon removel, the thermoplastic was f o u n d to be soft and adhesion was poor9 A s the coupon cooled to ambient room temperature, the adhesion, toughness, and abrasian resistance returned to o r i g i n a l values.
Plastic Flamecoat Systems, I n c . -PF XI2 T h i s material is a Dupont Surlyn b a s e d blend similar ta PF 1 1 0 but with a softening temperature of 1 4 2 F . A f t e r application, it was found that coating u n i f o r m i t y , s c r a t c h resistance, and adhesion were excellent. After hot NaQW immersion, the a d h e s i o n a f the coating on p a r t s which had cooled as well as parts that were s t i l l hot w a s tested. The coating on the p a r t s which had after immersion exhibited the same excellent adhesion originally obs e r v e d before immersion. T h e c o a t i n g on the parts which had not completely cooled a f t e r immersion c o u l d be peeled away from the s u r f a c e , Inspection of the aluminurn film below the p l a s t i c which was peeled away r e v e a l e d that no etching of t h e aluminum had o c c u r r e d . A fair amount of time w a s spent changing spray parameters in o r d e r to optimize delivery p r e s s u r e , air tip pressure, and air tip s i z e . Material was delivered from a five gallon pail to t h e spray gun by applying 300 psi at a following plate, By the time the material had reached the s p r a y g u n , the pressure at the gun had dropped to 1 0 0 0 psi, T h e base material left the s p r a y gun in strings closely resembling spagetti, The velocity of the strings was surprisingly low considering the pressure at the g u n , A ttempts were made to break up the s t r i n g s into small droplets by atomization at the g u n tip exit, T h e best results yielded strings DOW Corning Product Q 3 -6 6 3 1 is c2 single component primerless silicone adhesive. Its viscosity is 9 5 , 0 0 0 centipoise @ 25C, Since this material's viscosity c l o s e l y matches the mixed two p a r t product's viscosity, it was decided to try to s p r a y t h e single component material to see if the lower viscosity material, compared to the base material used prior, would allow better s p r a y performance, Glass w a s cleaned, coated with sputtered aluminum, and cut to 1 0 cm x 1 0 crn size, Approximately 30 of these samples were sprayed with silicone, varying the thickness of the coating,
The f i r s t result which w a s apparent was that the Q3-6611 material's lower viscosity provided a spray pattern which more closely resembled small droplets as opposed to t h e s t r i n g p a t t e r n produced with the 577 base material. T h e thickness and uniformity of the coating was controlled by speed of application, distance between gun tip and sample, and the number of spray passes,
Wet film thickness of the samples ranged from 0.002" to 0 + 0 1 6 " . T h e parts were transported back to UPG and cured f o r one hour at I Z O C , Portions of the cured silicone coating were removed from each 10 cm x 10 cm sample f o r thickness measurements. The thickness of each c o a t i n g sample was profiled in three locations a l o n g the length o f t h e 10 cm strip removed for thickness measurements, For coating thicknesses in the range between 0 , 0 0 2 " and 0 . 0 0 4 " , pinholes in the cured coating were apparent , Coating thicknesses from 0.005'' to 0.006'' had no apparent pinholes, Immersing samples into h o t NaOR f o r a period of 3 0 minutes revealed that coatin$, thicknesses of 0 . 0 0 5 ' i or g r e a t e r provided complete protection f o r the underlying aluminum from the hot Na0H etch, T h e powder is produced by grinding the pellets after they have been coaled cryogenically. The s o f t e n i n g temperature of the material is 1 7 6 F ( 8 0 C ) . Prior to application, t h e starting section of the surface to be coated is pre-heated using the flame torch, The surface is pre-heated to approximately 170 F. The material i s then fed f r o m the hopper thraugh compressed a i r lines at 6 0 PSI and farced t h r o u g h the s p r a y nozzle and propane flame, The molten material blend strikes the s u r f a c e to be coated, then cools to form a tough, adherent, monolithic, pinhole free film,
Representatives from Plastic Flamecoat Systems ( P F S ) and S i n c l a i r Paints, (PFS product distributor), visited WPG's facility to demonstrate the PFS coating equipment. S e v e r a l attempts at coating glass substrate were made with varying d e g r e e s of success. It is v e r y important to preheat the substrate in a controlled mann e r . T h e substrate is preheated with the flame torch by manually passing the t o r c h a predetermined distance from the p a r t uniformly a c r o s s the surface of the part to be coated. Measurement of the temperature w a s accomplished by placing a digital thermometer probe on the s u r f a c e o f t h e part, F o r our application, parts were preheated t o 107 C.
Substrates b r a k e during the demonstration, as they were being coated. In one case, the time duration o f the flame in proximity to the substrate w a s tao long. I n another case, t h e f l a m e w a s too c l o s e to the glass w i t h the coating passes too slow.
S e v e r a l g l a s s substrates were coated without breaking, The most difficult variable to control, even f o r the experienced operator, with this application seemed to be associated with the flame, T h e mechanical yield for the large area ( 1 sq.ft.) parts w a s 50%. All yield loss was directly r e l a t e d to thermal stress.
A n interesting result was observed when a g l a s s part wax placed on a hot p l a t e and h e a t e d to 1 5 0 C , and a c o a t i n g subsequently applied by spraying t h e PF 110 powder without the f l a m e , A h i g h quality film was formed. T h i s i n d i c a t e d that the t o r c h is not3 necessary f o r a successful coating. This r e s u l t Xed t o experim e n t s which eliminated the. flame torch altogether.
I
One method we investigated to apply the PF 110 material uniformly to a g l a s s surface used nylon mesh stretched o v e r a wire frame. Placing p o w d e r on t h e mesh a n d then softly forcing the m a t e r i a l through the mesh provided a f a i r l y uniform dry film thickness. This a p p r o a c h was t r i e d on b o t h preheated parts and parts t h a t were not preheated. Adhesion of the final film was excellent in b o t h cases a f t e r t h e material had been given a chance to s e t and f l o w a t elevated temperatures,
Task 1 Summary
A wide v a r i e t y of materials and processes for the encapsulation of amorphous silicon t h i n film PV modules deposited on glass substrates have been investigated. T h e s e materials have been evaluated in terms of t h e i r substrate ad.hesion, scratch resista n c e , chemical resistance, water penetration resistance, compatibility w i t h module fabrication techniques, and air quality environmental concerns, At the conclusion of the first s t a g e of materials investigation and selection, it was determined that the two most promising encapsulation materials were; DOW C o r n i n g 577 Primerless Silicone and Plastic Flamecoat S y s t e m s , I n c . PF 110 plastic copolymer.
The DOW 577 Silicone c a n be applied in EL variety of ways, however, t h e f i r s t technique which was investigated at l e n g t h has been spraying. T h i s air-assisted/airless spraying technology was satisfactorily d e m o n s t r a t e d to WPG by an equipment manufacturer, GRACQ, Inc. o f L o s Angeles, California.
T h e Plastic Flamecoat Systems, I n c .
( P F S ) plastic copolymer p r o d u c t PF I 1 0 utilizes a powder c o a t i n g technology which h a s been modified by UPG to produce a higher yield glass coating process I
TASK 2 POWERGLASS Module Termination
In this t a s k UPG shall optimize the material(s) a n d process(es)
The c u r r e n t POWERGLASS module termination design wax analyzed, and as shown in Table 3 , t h e material c o s t arid attachment cost of new terminal designs m u s t not exceed $ 1 . 6 6 to achieve at l e a s t a 50% reduction in POWERGLASS termination c o s t . Standardization is an important element in the reduction o f P V module manufacturing cost, F o r example, P V modules may be manufactured in a variety of s i z e s and power levels, b u t if they each utilized the same termination design, termination cost could be k e p t at a minimum. Different terminal designs may require differe n t attachment equipment or tooling, additional inventory of terminal components, increased downtime for changeover, and a higher level of employee flexibility and training, The i d e a l termination design i s low cost, high reliability, and is equally adaptable t o single module consumer applications as well as multiple module power systems. Achieving this level of adaptabili t y i s non-trivial, since consumer modules may p r o v i d e a power c o r d w i t h no u s e r accessible terminals, while power s y s t e m mod-ules a r e usually factory assembled and wired into panels where junction boxes (J-boxes) permit attachment of diodes and multipla module paralleling directly at the module's terminals.
A vendor literature search of of€-the-shelf terminals h a s r e s u l ted in the conceptualization of f o u r initial terminal configurations: In t e r m s of materials cost (conductivity per unit $1, aluminum ribbon o r tin plated copper ribbon is a better choice than a high silver content g l a s s frit paste. The POWERGLASS module utilizes a metal ribbon assisted bus bar design in which a 0 . 0 0 3 " thick tin plated copper ribbon is s o l d e r e d to an underlying fired conductive paste bus bar, T h e purpose of the ribbon is twofold:
1 ) to carry current flow with a minimum af resistance, 2 ) to permit routing o f t h . a t c u r r e n t flow through the back glass surface of the module.
Given UPG's g o a l o f elimination o f the back glass surface, t h e ribbon must be evaluated based upon its f i r s t p u r p o s e , Sirice the conductive bus bar is a c r i t i c a l component of t h e POWERGLASS module interconnection process, its elimination will not be considered. To achieve an acceptable level of conductivity a l o n g t h e bus bars, a redesign h a s been performed to optimize the width, l e n g t h , and thickness of the bus bar, T h e added bus bar material c o s t and the effect o f the active area loss associated w i t h a larger area bus bar w e r e compared to the material and l a b o r c o s t o f the metal ribbon. The. new POWERGLASS module design utilizes a novel "U-turn" concept to allow t h e positive and negative terminals t o be protected by a single enclosure (J-box), thereby e l i m i n a t i n g t h e need f o r external conductors (busbar ribbons). The idea behind the "Ut u y n " concept i s to have c u r r e n t flaw f r o m the bottam terminal o f half o f t h e module (submodule) to the top of the submodule, across to the other half of the module (the other submodule), and down to t h e opposite terminal, Using t h i s technique, the silver paste busbar replaces the busbar ribbon, In addition, this design i n c r e a s e s the active area of the module by decreasing t h e number of interconnects required to attain the desired module voltage, Unfortunately, this improvement is offset by the area loss associated with the terminal solder pads. T h e elimination of t h e busbas ribbon could result in an increase in the resistive losses a t t h e power collection points (the terminals). The following is a calculation of t h e predicted l o s s e s due to c u r r e n t flow t h r o u g h the silver paste b u s b a r :
T h e silver p a s t e has a b u l k resistivity o f 7 x 10*-6 ohms-em a s f i-red according to t h e paste manufacturer
The cross s e c t i o n a l area o f the busbar is:
0 . 2 5 cm x 2.5 x 1 0 " -3 crn = 6 , 2 5 x 10"-4 cm"2 T h e linear resistivity of t h e busbar is: 7 x 10"-6 ohms-cm / 6 , 2 5 x 10"-4 cm"2 = 1 . 1 2 x 1 0 A -2 ohms/cm
The l e n g t h of t h e busbar is 32 cm. The calculated resistance o f t h e busbar is:
Maximum current of t h e module is 0,495 amps, The I A 2 R l o s s is:
( 0 . 4 9 5 amps)*2 x 0 . 3 6 ohms = 0 . 0 8 8 w a t t s
F o r t h e s i x w a t t module:
0,088 watts / 6 watts = 0.015 = 1 . 5 % T h i s i s assuming all of the current is flowing through the entire l e n g t h of the busbar which would be the worst case scenario.
Excellent progress had been made in transferring t h e new POWER-
GLASS.module design (U-turn) from concept to p i l o t production.
Pilot production is required to produce active modules for r e l iability testing p u r p o s e s and to determine the manufacturability o f t h e design. Several modules were produced with t o t a l area efficiencies o f g r e a t e r than 4%, and the s p e e d at which t h i s w a s accomplished indicates a high level of rnanufacturability, Although p l a c i n g the terminal pads at right angles to t h e buxbars adds an undesired level of complexity to the TCO p a t t e r n i n g step, it i s expected to increase module reliability by moving the terminal a r e a away f r o m the module's edge, F o u r candidate terminal designs (Figures 6-9) have been completed and samples w e r e fabricated and evaluated in t e r m s of cost and manufacturability, T h e four candidate terminal designs a r e :
1. Binding Post 2 , S p r i n g C l i p 3 , W i r e Cage Clamp 4 . Threaded Bolt and Nut T h e f o u r candidate terminal designs (Binding Post, S p r i n g Clip, Wire C a g e Clamp, and Threaded B o l t and Nut) w e r e evaluated in terms o f materials c a s t , ease of attachment/connection, and adaptability to multi-module systems.
cost
The Treaded Bolt and Nut i s the o n l y terminal available "off-theshelf", (it is a standard machine screw and n u t ) and as such, has a cost of $0,0'7 each in 1 0 , 0 0 0 p i e c e quantities, In the same quantities, the c a s t o f t h e B i n d i n g Past i s $ 0 . 3 0 each, t h e S p r i n g Clip is $ 0 , 2 0 each, and the Wire Cage Clamp is $ 0 1 4 5 each. Each module requires t w o terminals.
E a s e of Attachment/Connection
All f o u r o f the candidate terminals can be automatically s o l d e r e d to busbar pads with a robotic soldering station, however, o n l y the T h r e a d e d Bolt and N u t w i l l not require rigorous orientation tolerance. In terms of connection to a power cable or wire, t h e Binding P o s t w i l l accept either a stripped w i r e end or a ring/spade lug, t h e Spring Clip and Wire Cage Clamp will accept o n l y stripped w i r e ends, and the Threaded Bolt a n d Nut w i l l accept only a ring/spade lug, All cable/wire connections to these terminals will be made by hand until module p r o d u c t i o n q u a n t i t i e s justify automation* A human o p e r a t o r w i l l be able to make the terminal connection a n d perform a torque test at t h e r a t e of 500 per hour, Ring/spade lugs cost $ 0 . 0 4 each crimped o n t o wire/cable. In multi-module systems, the Spring Clip and Wire Cage Clamp require jumpers of cszble/wire since threading a w i r e through them in a parallel configuration is n o t practical, T h e Binding P o s t and Treaded Bolt and Nut permit the u s e o f flat rectangular copper b u s bar s t o c k with center spaced holes f o r parallel and series strings, Based upon UPG's PVUSA system design, t h e use of t h e copper b u s b a r stock would greatly reduce module to module interconnection costs.
The Threaded Bolt a n d Nut was determined t o be superior to the a t h e r candidate terminal designs based upon t h e above evaluation criteria, T h e Spring C l i p was removed from consideration due t o t h e l a c k o f confidence in i t s l o n g t e r m reliability and t h e question o f whether it would be an acceptable terminal to Underwriters Laboratories, I n c , ( U L ) ,
The Threaded Bolt and Nut will now be referred to as the POWER-GLASS terminal in a11 future discussions until such time as a superior terminal d e s i g n is developed.
T e r m i n a l Soldering Experiments
A thermocouple w a s attached to the head o f a nickel plated 6 -3 2 hex head bolt currently used in our termination process, in order to determine the temperature that the bolt achieves during soldering. Initial tests found t h a t when heated f o r I 0 seconds the temperature averaged 2 0 3 C at the end of t h e 1 0 seconds with a gradual increase o f temperature to 2 8 0 C . Reducing the amount of time that the heat is applied from 10 s e c o n d s to 7 seconds yielded an average temperature of 1 2 5 C @ 7 seconds a n d Tmax of 208C. N o discoloration at the termination pads was o b s e r v e d an the front side o f t h e glass using the new termination schedule.
Tests were n e x t conducted t o r e f i n e the solder schedule using 7 second heat duration. A new screen print test pattern was designed and fabricated which allows 4 2 individual termination pads to be printed o n t o a single substrate, This allows a l a r g e number o f experiments to be mare readily conducted.
The experimental matrix includes three different silver pastes printed onto both tin o x i d e c o a t e d g l a s s and bare g l a s s . T e s t s thus f a r have examined s o l d e r volume, variations of s o l d e r heating techniques, variations o r terminal placement techniques, and preparing the terminal with a t h i n film of s o l d e r before solderi n g to the silver pad, T h e e f f e c t of the variables on the torque strength of the terminal were observed.
Initial results o f t h e s e experiments have defined it termination method which consistently passes t h e UL Test N o . 27 "Terminal T o r q u e Test" , a s defined in UL Publication No. 1703 "Standard For F l a t Plate Photovoltaic Modules and Panels". In addition to-, passing the UL standard, the initial results indicate high average torque strengths of 20 lb,-inches using the newly defined termination method. Finally, the discoloration which w a s s e e n at t h e termination sites o f earlier samples is not seen using the new method, F u r t h e r humidity-freeze tests were conducted on terminals to determine if t h e r e d u c e d local heat duration during termination reduced l o c a l stress at the termination site and resulted in an improved, more reliable termination.
A problem a r o s e concerning the reliability of the terminal design. Results of humidity/freeze c y c l i n g indicate reduced torque strength after 20 c y c l e s , and an initial experimental matrix was designed and initiated to determine the cause, T h e following list o f terminal variables illustrates the complexity of t h i s issue: Termination E x p e r i m e n t s
The occurrence of terminal f a i l u r e was observed on t W Q test CQUpons which were removed from t h e humidity/freeze test as described in the S E R I publication on I n t e r i m Qualification Tests, At that t i m e t h e exact cause of the physical failure of t h e terminal on t h e solder pad w a s n o t known,
The following facts were determined a t that time:
1 ) Discoloration of t h e terminal pad was o b s e r v e d through the f r o n t side of the g l a s s after the coupon had been removed from the environmental chamber.
Discoloration o f the terminal pad was also observed on coupons which had not undergone humidity/freeze cycling.
T h e temperature of the terminals using that particular solder schedule w e r e recorded reaching as high as 2 8 0 C ,
Terminal failure had not occurred on a coupon which had undergone thermal cycling but not humidity/freeze.
Since that time experiments have been conducted to determine a s o l d e r method which will yield a high torque strength termination, while minimizing local solder step induced stress at the termination/glass assembly,
T h e following section describes the evolution of determining the current s o l d e r method, results of termination torque strength after humidity/freeze cycling, t h e correlation observed between A g terminal pad discoloration and torque, initial results of a new termination assembly method which examines the u s e of a buffer layer, and initial results of a large multiple element experimental matrix designed to eliminate and determine causes of termination f a i l u r e , Before a l a r g e experimental matrix to determine causes of t e r m inal failure could be performed, the soldering method itself needed to be re-examined. Issues s u c h as repeatability, temperature profile, and torque strength needed to be quantified to gain a confidence level i n a given method.
The question of terminal torque strength and how it relates ta lang tern reliability remains unanswered, T h e UL requirement f o r terminal torque strength states that a # 6 screw must be capable of withstanding 1 0 c y c l e s o f tightening to and releasing f r o m a value o f 1 2 in-lbs without damage to the terminal supporting member, loss o f continuity, or short circuiting of the electrical circuit to accessible metal, O u r data shows sume terminals with initial past-solder torque strength of 3 0 in-lbs o r greater which have degraded to less that t h e UL requirement after humidity/ f r e e z e cycling, It is o u r g o a l to obtain a termination process i n which no loss of terminal torque strength o c c u r s after qualificat i o n testing* S e v e r a l solder methods w e r e tried with t h e objective of determining a method which would reliably and r e p e a t a b l y give high torque strength, without discoloring the solder pad when observing from the f r o n t g l a s s side. 
I -
The conclusions of these steps to define a repeatable, higkr, strength s o l d e r method found 1 ) a repeatable process which yields g r e a t e r than 3 0 in-lbs terminal torque strength, 2 ) pre-tinning the terminal prior t o termination resulted in lower torque strength, 3 ) pre-heating the terminal p r i o r t o applying it to the solder and pad resulted i n higher t o r q u e strengths, 4 ) u s i n g a s o l d e r a l l o y containing 2% silver improved terminal torque strengths, During the course of investigating t h e various solder methods, it wits found that t h e discoloration only appeared AFTER the terminal had been torqued. T h a t is, when a homogeneous AG pad viewed from the front side of the glass, is torqued to a value less that t h e failure point, the discoloration or spot appears when viewed f r o m the front side again. Previously 
Spring Clip
A new POWERGLASS module design was developed which utilizes a novel "U-turn" concept t a allow the positive and n e g a t i v e terminals t o be p r o t e c t e d by a single enclosure (J-box), thereby eliminating t h e need f a r external conductors (busbar ribbons)@
Task 3 -Eureka Module Design General Approach
Input from Marketing suggested three directions to pursue for new products. The most definitive input that market studies provided was to change the electrical connection point from the edge of the module as done in the Eureka module made for PVUSA, towards the interior and thereby provide an unobstructed border. Thus, our design and test efforts have gone into arriving at a connection scheme in which the edges of the modules are left bare. Secondly, a smaller module was needed; one-half the size of the PVUSA module was thought suitable. Thirdly, a module voltage appropriate for 12 volt battery charging was deemed necessary. These requirements resulted in the redesign of the current 38 volt power module used for PVUSA, the EP2, into the EP50, as well as two new modules for 12 volt applications.
The new modules are the EN50, a full size 50 watt module with a nominally 17 volt operating voltage, and the EN25, a half-size power module with 25 watt output also nominally at 17 volts.
The two new module designs share three main features that differ from the EP2. The first, deals with the lowered voltage of the modules. The voltage reduction is obtained by first increasing the cell width from I. 1 lcm to 1.25cm, thus reducing the number of cells. This results in a roughly 10% reduction in maximum power voltage to about 34 volts. To reduce this to 17 volts, the plate layout uses a mirror image cell design, whereby cell patterning extends symmetrically outward from the center positive cell and effectively connects the two halves in parallel. This approach requires the two end cells to be connected and the common connection point to be brought out. To carry out this procedure, several new steps in the encapsulation process had to be added, as well as some additional equipment. The design required the junction covers to be at the center of one end of the module rather than at the corners as with the EP2.
The second change is common to all three new designs. In these products access to the PV cells is gained through holes in the cover glass, rather than through the edge of the glass laminate. Two in-line holes in the center of one end of the module are used for the 17 volt modules and holes near two corners are used for the EP50. Our standard connector terminates both the positive and negative leads.
The third new feature that the three modules share is the means of protecting the connection to the thin-film. The "terminal cover'' used to accomplish this differs from its predecessor the silicone "boot", in that it is molded in place on the back of the module, rather than glued to the edge.
In addition to being undesirable because of their location, the silicone boots that we used for the EP2 were both labor intensive in their application and prone to assembly error. We believe that the molded terminal cover placed on the surface of the glass results in a higher quality product because sealing of the connector is done on a flat surface as opposed to having to seal around the edge of the laminate. To maintain the excellent insulationproperties that the edges of our modules had, we have retained the roughly half-inch border a isolation area around the perimeter of the modules.
Additional power modules are being considered and preliminary specifications are being formulated and designs made. These range from architectural PV products to new designs for commercial applications.
We are using the PVUSA qualification test sequence as a starting point to judge the quality of these and any other new products that will be developed.
Status
EP50 -Manufacturing product specifications (MPS) for this product have been completed and approved for all critical steps of the encapsulation process. A complete engineering drawing package has been generated and approved. Testing has been carried out that specifically addresses the differences between this product and its predecessor, e. g. static load testing to verify that the holes in the cover glass do not significantly weaken the module, humidity freeze cycling and thermal cycling. Additional testing is in progress, in part to determine the limits of performance and to test consistency of the process.
EN25 -Prototypes of this design were made, followed by a modifications to accommodate the smaller size and the additional product requires. Several dozen modules were then produced carried out, again to test the differences between this and previous will take place shortly, when a production run is made. Drawings approved and other documentation is in preparation.
I first cut at equipment foil placement that this and preliminary testing product. Further testing for the EN25 have been EN50 -Some of the equipment modifications needed for the EN25 apply to this product as well and a production run for it is also imminent. A draft of a drawing package for the EN50 is being reviewed and as with the EN25, manufacturing product specifications are in preparation.
Other Products -Several new products are being designed for special applications. These share the main three changes from the older PVUSA module in that they have a free border, access to the thin-film through holes in the cover glass and a molded cover for the connection. Some designs being worked on involve the use of darkened oversize cover glass and include other size modules. The goal of this task is to improve module quality and throughput and to reduce manufacturing costs by gaining a better understanding of the process. Implicitly we also expect to improve process reliability. Our effort in this area can be divided into three separate but related activities: in-line process control and monitoring , in-line product monitoring and off-line measurements on selected Eureka plates. Additionally, specific projects have been defined and will be discussed.
General Procedures
Process Control and Monitoring -Throughout the process, parameters are monitored to verify that the process is being carried out as defined in the MPS (Manufacturing Process Specification) sheets. Some of the important parameters now being monitored and controlled are the following (process parameters specifically selected for study are discussed below). For tin oxide, we verify that the coating meets our specification for optical transmission, haze and sheet resistance. The a:Si deposition process is the most extensively instrumented. Here we monitor and control temperatures, pressures, flow rates, rf power levels and the timing of all steps. One of the deposition systems is automated and for it, much of this information is acquired and stored by computer. In the laser stations, we monitor beam power and quality, x-ytable speed and position. Routine methods of dealing with this information are still being developed.
Of the process parameters on the thin-film line that are routinely monitored, the two specifically selected for initial study are the rf delivered to the chamber and flow rates of the deposition gases. These are believed to be the most critical parameters determining properties of the thin-film deposits.
The encapsulation line is also instrumented, although not as extensively. Air, water and other process pressures and temperatures are monitored throughout the line. Two variables were singled out for initial study. First is a shunt measurement following the border isolation step. In the past, some variation in power loss between plate and module was attributed to this step. The other parameter being investigated is the temperature profile in the terminal cover curing oven. Some preliminary observations suggest that the frequency and size of voids that occasionally occur in the terminal covers are related to the temperature profile of the oven.
In-line Product Monitoring -Product is checked, and measurements made at several stages of the process to detect line malfunctions or performance deviations. We are using these measurements to keep track of the process itself in the instances where the process is not very well understood and hence, difficult to define precisely. The data collected in this area include alignment and laser scribe quality checks, cell isolation measurements, silicon thickness determinations and plate IV measurements.
In addition to the shunt measurement mentioned above, QC checks in the encapsulation line include a test for bracket adhesion. In this test, we pull on the edge of the mounting bracket with an excess of 100 lbs. force. After a sufficient number of samples were tested with no failures, the test was changed to a sampling procedure, with roughly 10% of product = , tested. A second QC check which is done on 100% of the modules is a leakage test of the terminal cover. In this test, the edge is immersed in a conductive water solution which covers the terminal cover and leakage at 500 volts is measured, The final module check is again an I-V measurement, which provides the most useful and most used information on the process, Comparisons are routinely made between I-V measurements on thin-film processed plates and the modules resulting from them.
Off-Line Measurements -Eureka product is tested off-line in routine tests done on one to six plates each day and specialized analysis on an as needed basis, e.g. Auger analysis, spectral response measurements, etc. In the routine tests, a Eureka plate is cut into twelve 4" x 12" sections, each of which consists of a string of small interconnected cells, as well as nine isolated dots about 0.1"in diameter, On these plates we measure silicon film thickness by capacitance, scribe widths, standard electrical parameters plus low light level measurements, series and shunt resistances and light degradation measurements. Since all areas of the full plate are represented, these measurements give us information on the uniformity of the product (however on only a small sample of product made), both as-made and also after light soaking.
The electrical parameters obtained in I-V measurements are probably the most direct measure of control of the process. In the first monthly report, these were used as an overall evaluation of our progress and the spread (standard deviation as percent of average) in the electrical parameters for several months prior to the start of this Contract were presented (some experimental runs were excluded, e.g. tandem runs done for R & D). Thus: A detailed analysis of available data through October shows the following yields for theencapsulation line:
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Special Projects
Specific efforts that we have initiated to improve our process are:
I-VMeasurements -Short term repeatability of I-V measurements is excellent, with a standard deviation of less than 1 % for multiple measurements. Longer term we see several percent drift and evidence of non-uniformities in light intensity (in spite of careful calibration). For several reasons, panels are not totally uniform; measuring them in the standard way and upside down has revealed differences as high as 2% to 3%, which we ascribe to the interaction of light and panel non-uniformities. Correcting this problem will presumably lead to a tighter distribution of product power. Possibly of more importance will be higher precision data that will make it easier to interpret other observations (i.e. the power of tests to judge the effects of process improvements will be greater).
Modifications to the light source placement and careful adjustment of intensities, together with continued monitoring of the measurements have reduced this problem.
Silicon Thickness Measurement -As stated above, we typically evaluate one to six plates per day in the laboratory, including thickness measurements of the a-silicon; roughly 100 separate determinations are made on each plate. The information obtained is taken to provide information on the run to run uniformity; it may however merely represent plate to plate variations. To ultimately improve uniformity on a plate, we realized that we needed to have more extensive measurements on thickness variations than on 1 percent or so of the product made. Preliminary testing suggested that light transmission measurements could provide reasonably accurate thickness estimates. From comparisons of optical transmission at several wavelengths with profilometer thickness determinations, we concluded that 600 nm was the best region in which to make measurements.
A prototype in-situ thickness measuring device based on optical transmission measurements has been constructed and installed. Measurements are made at twenty-five points on each' plate, with the data stored on disk for analysis. Since thickness variations are typically larger than IV parameter variations, these measurements provide a more sensitive measure of process conditions. Thus, some thickness variations seen from run to run have been attributed to variations in rf power applied to the discharge.
Documentation -Manufacturing Process Specifications (MPS) have been generated for the module encapsulation workstations in order to define the process steps, to introduce additional process controls and to obtain essential parametric information. Statistical techniques are being applied to some of these data, both to obtain baseline information on the process and to evaluate and control the process.
Milestone m-1 .8 -Complete yield analysis review of Eureka modules (Task 4) has been achieved.
Task 5 -Eureka Power Module Encapsulation And Termination
The two specific goals of this task are to achieve cost reductions in the encapsulation process and to reduce power losses between module and plate.
Cost Reduction -Cost reduction can be achieved in several ways; use of less expensive raw materials, designing the process to use less labor (including more automation) and increasing the power output of the module or its yield.
As discussed above, we have totally redesigned the means of accessing the thin-film. In order to seal the edge of the EP2, where the foil was brought out, we had to use an expensive sealant that in addition to high cost, required days to fully cure. The amount of work-in-progress necessitated by this long cure time presented a problem that would have been extremely serious in the larger operation that will exist in our new plant in Fairfield, California. The new in-line molded terminal cover requires only a few hours to fully cure and be ready for testing and packing. The terminal cover as now used, has evolved somewhat from the first design. The initial design had erratic yield due to periodic appearance of excessive voids in the molded material. There were also signs of poor adhesion, although those may have been in part due to mechanical damage after the mold was removed. Both problems were greatly reduced with the redesigned mold. Studies of adhesion under a variety of conditions resulted in some modification of the cleaning and molding procedure which also improved adhesion.
Thus, cost reduction has focused on reducing labor costs through simplifying and automating the process. While the new molded terminal cover is still applied mostly manually, this step has the potential of being automated in the future. New dispensing equipment has been tested for applying the terminal cover; this equipment will be used in Fairfield. The equipment both mixes the components of the material in line as well as dispenses a predetermined amount. Currently, mixing is done as a batch process and dispensing is controlled by the operator.
Full automation will significantly reduce labor costs. Refinements to the new .foil bonding process are being investigated to approach this goal. Since the new design has the foil' accessible through holes in the cover glass, the possibility exists to bond directly to the foil through the hole, rather than bring the foil out and bond externally. Early tests suggested that this approach can work, but details have to be worked out,
An area that will have to be streamlined is the lamination itself, where we have to reduce cycle time by several minutes for the Fairfield operation. Some material cost reduction have been realized by the use of the less expensive raw materials that have replaced the combination of adhesive and silicone boot that was previously used. Other material cost savings such as thinner EVA and possibly thinner glass will be evaluated at a later date.
Reducing Power Loss -The power loss between plate and module can readily be estimated; it essentially amounts to the loss of one cell, or approximately 0.5V in operating voltage. Plates are now prepared for initial measurement in such a way as to make the measurement as similar to the module measurement as possible. Differences in output between modules and plates are typically between about 0 and 3 watts. Measurement precision contributes about 1 watt to this difference.
Some gain in module output can be achieved by reducing the 31 square inch dead area at the two ends of the module. This is the area between a laser isolation line and the cleared border area. Testing suggested that this loss could be cut by more than half, but this change has not yet been implemented.
Task 6 -Automation In Eureka Manufacturing Line
At the start of the Contract, much of the thin-film line was automated, although not necessarily optimally so. Some of this automation has been enhanced and missing links have been added. Four areas we are focusing on are:
Silicon Deposition -One of the two deposition systems has been automated; the software is currently being evaluated. In addition to executing a standard deposition procedure, the software records some of the important process parameters during the deposition. Thus, pressures, flow rates and temperatures are recorded at time intervals of the order of seconds. Based on the initial performance, some changes and additional features are contemplated for an update. These deal with adding flexibility, safety, self-test features and increased data gathering ability; the latter may include parameters from related equipment.
Box Carrier Loading -The box carriers are the containers in which the tin-oxide coated plates are transported into the silicon deposition chambers. Unloading after silicon deposition is already automated through the sputtering station, but the loading is done manually. The equipment for automatic loading has been assembled and auxiliary pieces installed, e.g. an in-line glass washer, transport and rotating stages. Final installation has not been scheduled.
Heat Age Station -Transportation of plates from the sputtering system to and through the heat aging station is currently a batch process. Automation is conceptually worked out (it'
was attempted a year ago without success), but will require more design work. Near term effort is planned to improve the temperature profile of the cycle and reduce its duration.
Lasers -This critical equipment has been made more reliable and its throughput increased. To improve reliability, instrumentation has been added to monitor beam power and quality. Automated in-line power measuring equipment has been installed at one station; this measures and stores on disk for later analysis the laser power prior to lasering each plate. Secondary registration sensors have been added to prevent misalignment of scribes. Water flow and other critical parameters are monitored and cause system shutdown if warranted.
A detailed investigation was made to determine the requirements for achieving a 90 second cycle time for the laser stations. Of the two main components of the laser stations, the x-y tables can readily be made to operate at the required speed. Specifications for x-y tables for California have been defined so as to achieve the required speed. Vendors have been identified that can deliver equipment meeting the specifications. To achieve quality scribes, laser power, repetition rate and beam quality have to also be within specified limits. These limits have been identified. Lasers and associated optics have been specified and vendors identified that can meet the specifications. For scribing the back contact, we have determined that an additional laser station will be required to perform the end isolation scribes our modules incorporate. A design for such a station has been completed.
Encapsulation Line -Much less automation is introduced into the encapsulation line. Individual pieces do, however, automatically handle the plates. Much of what has to be added is transportation equipment to move the plates from station to station; this will be available for the California plant. General purpose transport tables have been designed and built; these include tables that will handle straight one way transport, tables that rotate the plates and tables that can move plates in both directions.
Some of the initially constructed equipment was designed to handle only one size plate.
With the need to develop the half-module and the lower voltage products, some redesign has taken place so that the equipment has sufficient flexibility to handle these variations without lengthy adjustment and delay.
Milestone m-1.9 -Complete Sn02 Scribing Investigation for 90 second/plate laser systems for the Eureka module (Task 6) has been achieved.
